MEGUG Conference Summary Agenda
February, 5, 2016  8:30 – 4:00
Hilton Garden Inn, Freeport, Maine

GIS Track

Map Design for Color Vision Impairment
Dave Hobbins, Professor of Forestry and Environmental Studies, University of Maine at Fort Kent

Drones and GIS: A brief overview of the new role of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Susan Bickford, Natural Resource Specialist, Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve

Analyzing Drive Distances using PostGIS and pgRouting
Bob Bistrais, GISP, Maine Office of Geographic Information Systems

Community Mapping and Mapping Communities - Open Street Map and Maptime
Jesse Bishop, Senior GIS Analyst, NBT Solutions LLC

Education Track

Geospatial Projects in Science and Math (GeoPriSM): How NH is Expanding the use of GIS in the Classroom
Rebecca Lilja, GIS Specialist, U.S. Forest Service

Using GIS in the Classroom: Practical Suggestions & Strategies For Teachers
   (Hands-on Workshop – Participants should bring a laptop or tablet.)
Erin Towns, World History Teacher/Global Educator, Edward Little High School

Many ways to bring your data into ArcGIS Online
   (Hands-on Workshop – Participants should bring a laptop or tablet.)
Margaret Chernoskey, Educator, Maine Geographic Alliance

Mobile Mapping Training: There's an app for that!
   (Hands-on Workshop – Participants should bring a tablet or smartphone.)
Susan Bickford, Natural Resource Specialist, Wells National Estuarine Research Reserve